Press Release
India Should Strengthen Its ‘A.I.’ Tech. Capabilities For Enhanced National Security
2nd March, 2021, New Delhi
Chief Analyst of ‘5 Jewels Research’ , Mr. Sumant Parimal, a Globally recognized ‘A.I.’ (Artificial
Intelligence) Thought Leader has said that it is a time for building and strengthening India’s A.I.
capabilities for enhanced National Security.
He was commenting on recent report of Cybersecurity company, Recorded Future, in which it was
said that China-linked threat activity group, RedEcho, may have been responsible for the Mumbai
power outage in Oct. last year which stopped trains and shut down hospitals and the stock exchange
for hours.
“Since computerization and digitization of our key infrastructure, vulnerability of Cyberattacks
launched from the countries which are in the state of conflict with India has increased multifold, and
these Cyberattacks are launched using Automated A.I. tools, hence we need to have a counter
defense by deploying sophisticated A.I. Technologies for enhancing our National Security in
protecting our Power Plants, Ports, Airports, Rail/Metros, Factories, Banks, Research Establishments,
Space Stations, Strategic Civil & Defense Establishments and our International Borders” Mr. Sumant
Parimal said.
“Only yesterday a high-power National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence in U.S. led by
former Google CEO Eric Schmidt in its report asked U.S. Govt. to enhance it’s A.I. Tech. capabilities
to defend against AI-enabled cyber-attacks or disinformation attacks or drone swarms attacks or
missile attacks, and to set up a target to integrate sophisticated A.I. Technologies for securing U.S.
establishments by 2025 and also recommended U.S. Govt. to increase R&D spend in A.I. for evolving
A.I. tools and solutions for defending against any A.I. led attacks. I suggest Indian Govt. to consider
adopting A.I. Technology for defending Indian establishments and our international borders on
similar line, what has been recommended to the U.S. Govt. by Eric Schmidt’s chaired commission“
Mr Sumant Parimal said further.
In his statement Mr Sumant further suggests Indian Govt. to exclusively allocate higher budget for
establishing A.I. Tech. led warfare system capability development and deployment for securing
nation from any possible A.I. Powered future attacks as neighboring country like China is aggressively
building it’s A.I. Tech. led warfare systems.
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